
 

 

 

Praise for Doug Jones 
 
“I've done four films with Doug Jones. Every actor has a particular gift, you know? One of the gifts 
that is most mysterious and elusive is the gift of working under makeup. Some great ones, like 
Laurence Olivier, excelled at it. He used to very graciously say to his makeup guys, "You're doing 
half the work for me." Lon Chaney, is so good at it. There are some actors who are very, very good 
and nevertheless are terrible under makeup, making the makeup look stiff. But Doug isn't just an 
actor who's really good with makeup; he's a guy who specializes in creating a whole ecosystem 
around the creature. He moves, walks, breathes the way this creature would. That's acting, that's 
not mimicry or pantomime. He's really, no pun intended, under the skin of the character. The 
biggest quality an actor can have is to be there in the moment. To do that for a fantasy creature is 
truly a gift.” - Guillermo del Toro 

 
“He’s a Lon Chaney for today.” – LA Times  
 
“After playing too many creatures to count over the years, Doug Jones has become the maestro of 
masked acting.” – Chicago Tribune 
 
“Jones is one of the top ‘makeup actors’ in the movie business.” – Interview Magazine 
 
“The Pale Man – played by the director’s reliable American onscreen interpreter of weird, Doug 
Jones – is the most thrillingly creepy humanoid I’ve seen since the creeps in Hellboy.”  

– Entertainment Weekly 
 
“There are lots of reasons to see the Oscar-winning Pan’s Labyrinth…but actor Doug Jones 
supplies the coolest ones as both Pan and the Pale Man.” – USA Weekend 
 
“One of the best physical actors in Hollywood.’” – Rotten Tomatoes  
 
“There may not be a more beloved actor in the horror/sci-fi genre than Doug Jones.  With an 
impressive resume that includes some of the most amazing F/X creations ever captured on film, 
Jones has the uncanny ability to breathe extraordinary life into the most beautiful creatures.”  

- Dread Central 
 
“Doug Jones deserves equal credit for making Del Toro’s most popular – and still very excellent – 
film [Pan’s Labyrinth] a creature feature almost without peer.” – Crave Online 
 
“If you’ve seen any film in the last ten years featuring intense fantasy creature or unsettling 
contortionists, chances are that you know exactly who Doug Jones is.” – Planet Fury 
 
“Jones’ own work is a benchmark for a kind of artistry that can’t be mimicked by graphics alone.”  

– OTWO Magazine (Ireland) 
 
“To sci-fi, comic book and horror movie fans around the world, the name Doug Jones has become 
synonymous with breathing life into some of the most fantastic characters ever created.”   

- Pop-Break 
 



On Starring as Cochise on Falling Skies 
 
“I don’t think there’s anybody like Doug who can make a rubber suit come alive the way he can.  
What he does with that part of it, in my opinion, is magic.”  

- Remi Aubuchon (Falling Skies Showrunner & Executive Producer)  
 
“On the day we filmed the scene, on the first ‘take’ – I was blown away.  Doug (with his character’s 
hands tied behind his back no less!) imbued Cochise with so much emotion and history that I was 
truly touched…What he does is really an art form that he is quite uniquely skilled at!”  

– Greg Beeman (Falling Skies Executive Producer) 
 
“He is the motion-capture master, he and Andy Serkis.  So we were fortunate to get him.  It was a 
joy to play with him.” – Noah Wyle 
 
“Doug Jones is one of my favourite people and I think Cochise is one of our best surprises.”  

– Moon Bloodgood  
 
“Doug Jones’ performance comes through and so does Cochise’s emotion.  He’s easily the most 
exciting new addition for Season 3.” – IGN 
 
“Action, interesting plot developments, and Doug Jones…what more would you want from a 
summer series?” – Den of Geek 
 
 

Read Doug’s Reddit AMA - #1 Link on Reddit June 21st, 2013 
http://www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/1gt2hn/im_doug_jones_hellboy_silver_surfer_pans/ 


